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DANCE 2 DIE 4

Once you have been bitten by the dancing bug, it can become an obsession. You feel incomplete without it. MBH

PROMENADE

Choreography: Rebecca Stone
Music: Jonah and Jazmo
Dancers: Glen Flanagan, Jocelyn Frey, Gracie Guo, Leanne Lundquist, Yesenia Martin, Kathleen McLane, Monika Schernthanner, Johnna Schuck, Catherine Sinnitt, Angela Stoppello, M. Veronica Tapia, Robin Tripp, Noellanne Russel, Tina Reminger

THE WEST WAS WON!

Choreography: Rochelle Trammel
Music: The Escape Club
Dancers: Rochelle and Taffetta Trammel, Kristine Jackson, Heather Salsibury, Joe Miller


SHADOW

Choreographed and performed by: Tami Jo Shank
Music: from The Last of the Mohicans by Trevor Jones and Clannad
THE LOST UNICORNS
Choreography: Joni Kirkpatrick
Music: Yaz
Dancers: Joni Kirkpatrick, Susie Klepacki

BLUE "COLLARED"
Choreography: Jymme Sue Thompson
Music: Fenton Robinson
Dancers: Jymme Sue Thompson, Dan Dean, Lori Chastain, Rochelle Trammel

GNOISSIENES
Choreography: Marla Hansen
Music: Eric Satie
Dancers: Naomi Kingsbury, Kristin Smith, Lisa Fleenor, Lara Price

THE GIFT OF TRADITION AND THE GIFT OF FREEDOM
Choreography: Jennifer Benton
Music: "Chavale" from Fiddler on the Roof
Dancers: Jennifer Benton, Mark Kaufman

FRUITS DE MER
Choreography: Nancy Lumpkin
Music: Dolphin Smiles/Stene Kindler "Walk on the Ocean"
Dancers: Aymme Lumpkin, Mark Meadley, Molly Meadley, Maria Meadley, Jessica Fox, Apryl Lumpkin, Jessica Lumpkin

PEER PRESSURE
Choreography: Marla Hansen
Music: Eric Satie
Dancers: Bobbi Frank, Harry Stansbury, Joe Miller, Jymme Sue Thompson, Kristine Jackson, Ashley Martell, Tami Jo Shank, Nancy Lumpkin, Rochelle Trammel, Joni Kirkpatrick, Susie Klepacki, Jennifer Benton, Jose Valdivia
•INTERMISSION•

EYE FOR AN EYE
Choreography: Joe Miller
Music: Soundtrack from The Mission by Ennio Morricone
Dancers: Naomi Kingsbury, Jymme Sue Thompson, Joni Kirkpatrick, Heidi Huffaker, Kristine Jackson, Shelly Miller, Joe Miller, Susie Klepacki, Susan Cassellsmith, Kelli Bashrow, Heidi Koonce

CHRISTIAN WALLS
Choreography: Ashley Martell
Music: "Something in the Way" by Nirvana
Dancers: Jackie, Nina

MORE, THEN
Choreography: Kristine Jackson
Music: Enya
Dancers: Kristine Jackson, Joe Miller

THE BOOGIE BOY
Choreography: Bobbi J. Frank
Music: "The Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" by The Andrew Sisters
Dancers: Bobbi Frank, Randy Avenell, Gary V. Garrison

A MATTER OF TIME
Choreography: Cecilia Taylor
Music: "The Clean Machine" by Consume
Dancers: Cecilia Taylor, Ashley Martell, Jymme Sue Thompson, Kristine Jackson, Lara Hannon, Denise Reynolds, Carrie Padilla

I WILL SURVIVE
Choreography: Susie Klepacki
Music: The Rising of Amooniga
Dancers: Susie Klepacki, Joni Kirkpatrick
TECHNO-RAVE IS ALIVE
Choreographed and performed by: Jose Valdivia
Music: L.A. Style

A REF AND HIS BALL
Choreography: Alfred Hansen
Music: Unknown
Dancers: Ashley Martell, Jennifer Benton, Shelly Miller, Celilia Taylor, Rochelle Trammel, Nancy Lumpkin, Tami Jo Shank, Harry Stansbury, Joe Miller, Jimme Sue Thompson, Susie Klepacki, Joni Kirkpatrick, Bobbi J. Frank, Kristine, Jackson, Jose Valdivia
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University Inn
IRON GATE
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FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
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2360 UNIVERSITY DR.
BOISE, IDAHO 83706